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This is definitely a technical paper and not a business paper, but it is all about
improving your bottom line. As a technical consultant for the jewelry manufacturing industry, I am most often called upon to help companies overcome technical difficulties that are preventing them from getting quality products out of
their factory and to their customers at a profit. Even though fixing their technical problem is the main goal when I arrive, many things that need to be done
have added benefits.
There are so many common jewelry manufacturing thoughts, habits and processes that waste time and money. Factories leave money lying on the table every
day. The goal of this paper is to help you see that money, help you pick it up,
and help you put it in your pocket right now. This paper will try to examine and
explain some alternatives to common jewelry manufacturing thoughts and practices. I hope to demonstrate the application of some simple mathematics, chemistry and physics that have helped some enlightened companies save millions of
dollars.
One of the main issues with saving money is recognizing and understanding the
true root cause of defects, and dispelling false beliefs and bad habits. Many
defects that have their origin in the chemistry of the metal or investment have
been discussed in many prior papers, so I may only touch on those issues superficially just to remind you to pay attention to them. Most process-related defects
could be explained away using simple mathematical tools. An important and
often overlooked issue is that of clear and complete communication to every
worker identifying their role and their effect on the total manufacturing system
and bottom line. Each role in a manufacturing system affects profitability—often
to a much higher degree than most take time to fully understand.

Defect Recognition and Resolution
Of course, preventing defects is the surest way to save money in the jewelry
manufacturing process. Before you can prevent a defect you first need to recognize the defect and truly know its cause. There has been an article written on
this in the World Gold Council publication Gold Technology presented by Eddie
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Bell. It seems obvious that if you know a defect’s true cause, the best way to
save money is to fix the cause and not just the effect. One of the biggest wastes
in any factory is repair and redundant processing. Any time you add labor steps
you also add the cost of the personnel, equipment and overhead to support it.
The book by Phillip B. Crosby called Quality is Free couldn’t be more correct: quality is not only free, it pays.
Informed jewelry customers insist on a smooth, highly polished or textured surface with no visible surface defects. Your profit margin depends on the amount of
work you have to do in order to get that required surface finish. The Santa Fe
Symposium has been dedicated to helping the jewelry manufacturing industry
produce high-quality jewelry through the promotion of good manufacturing
processes and materials. I, too, have devoted many years and enormous resources
in understanding the inter-relationships of these factors. Typically, one thinks of
casting defects as arising from one of a select group of directly related factors.
The factors most often considered in technical papers are things such as alloy systems, metal and flask temperatures, gating systems and, occasionally, model
design. Model design has unfortunately received some of the least detailed information of all of these topics. I hope to remedy a little of that in future papers
and articles. For this paper I will address some very simple things often overlooked, simple to fix and, once identified, will save you money immediately.

Manufacturing Process Issues
Some less-discussed defects that are easy to correct (because they are often
misidentified) greatly increase your production costs. Even with ideal temperatures, alloys, gates and the best machines in the world, rough surfaces caused
by poor housekeeping in other production areas will likely display porosity in the
end—for no other reason than the amount of the surface you need to remove in
order to obtain the required surface finish. The reality is that most metal castings contain porosity; it is simply where and how deep it is under the surface.
The amount of surface which must be removed in order to obtain the required
surface finish determines how likely it is that shrinkage porosity will become visible. Removing too much of the surface not only increases the risk of exposing
sub-surface shrinkage porosity, but also affects how much of your design definition is lost due to over-processing.
True porosity is either shrinkage porosity or gas porosity, or a combination of
the two. Having one form is not exclusive of the other. While it is possible to
have gas without shrinkage porosity, it is not likely to have shrinkage porosity
without some additional effect by gas liberation (from either the metal or the
metal mold reacting with the investment powder).
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Table 1
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In many QA departments, the label of porosity is put on any defect that looks like
a negative space in the surface of a casting or finished piece. The range of causes I have seen ranges anywhere from rough models that passed its surface onto
each casting, dirty rubber molds, burnout ovens that just never reach temperature,
or an alloy with far too much contamination in it. The problem with mislabeling a
defect is that while many of the effects of a poor casting surface can be the same
as true porosity, the cause and resolution of the defects are vastly different.
If you have been successful in reducing the effects of gas liberation from the
investment and driving the shrinkage porosity far away from the casting’s surface by using good casting practices, the processing steps that come before and
after can render your efforts useless. Since the jewelry business is mostly concerned with the surface appearance of a jewelry item, the goal is to get the best
-possible surface with the lowest costs. You must examine your process from an
objective view to ensure that you are not just wasting your time and money.
At most companies I visit there are the typical issues with combinations of
shrinkage and gas porosity caused by a variety of metal and model issues. At the
same time, other defects that are completely unrelated to the actual casting
process—but have a similar appearance—continue to frustrate the workers as
well as the owners. By the time I get a call, many of these manufacturers have
already sought help from their suppliers of equipment, metals, chemicals, etc…
but nothing seems to work. Manufacturers and their suppliers are both frustrated and unhappy. The real problem is that “the problem” is not a “single” problem at all. It is several related and unrelated problems stacked one on the other.
Another common observation I have made is that the problems are often relatively obvious, but because either the production or the defects have grown
slowly over time, they had to reach a critical point to be noticed. By then, many
of the practices that are causing the problem have become “normal“ and go
unrecognized. Since this is most often the case, no one solution resolves the
problem and the search for a bigger, better something continues. Suppliers cannot possibly be aware of all of your processing parameters and special circumstances. This makes it incredibly difficult for them to solve your problem
completely. So if they do their best and fix one or two aspects of your problem,
many manufacturers are happier but continue to pour money down the drain.
This paper will discuss many cause-and-effect defects, metallurgical and not. It
will also challenge some common beliefs and practices that you may now be
using. I will try to focus on more money-saving process issues and I will discuss
some chemical and metallurgical issues just for the sake of controversy.
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Figure 1 Air bubble in wax pattern

Wax Department Defects
Tiny Bubbles
There is one wax pattern defect that can have several unrelated sources. This
defect typically appears in your castings as smooth-sided, rounded holes. Air
bubbles are formed under the surface of the wax by either being injected into
the mold along with the wax, or from air already in the mold that is surrounded
by wax before it can escape during the wax injection process. The proper application of powder is important when using most common wax injectors to allow
air to escape from rubber molds, in order to enhance fill rates. It is essential that
when used, it must be the right powder, in the right place, at the right time.
Bubbles that are introduced into the mold along with the wax can come from a few
sources. One source is dissolved gas that is in the wax that is put into the wax pot
from the manufacturer. Air could be trapped when loading new wax chips or dots
directly to your wax pot. If small air spaces between the cold wax chips are covered over by a molten surface before the air can escape, it is possible that these
tiny bubbles can remain trapped until they are injected into your molds. Another
source is from water vapor condensation in compressed air lines. A source most
companies don’t consider is that, depending on use, some high-priced automatic
vacuum wax pots can also cause this defect. In any case, these bubbles pop during the vacuum portion of the investing process because of the decreased pressure
around them inside the vacuum chamber. For a demonstration, put an inflated balloon in your vacuum chamber and turn it on sometime while your wax personnel
watch. This is a great way to demonstrate the importance of this cause-and-effect
defect to your workers.
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Silicon Spray, Powder and Trapped Air
Air in the molds can be surrounded by wax during the injection process when
there is little or no escape route for the air. It can happen if the wax is going
in too fast, or if the vents are blocked or inadequate, or both. It is completely
possible to get an increased fill rate by turning down the pressure on your wax
pot. I have seen many cases where the pressure is too high and, as a result, the
worker must hold the mold more tightly so that wax doesn’t leak. In another
instance, the spring-loaded nozzle on a standard wax injector is too hard to activate. Additional forward pressure must be applied to get the wax to flow. The
forward pressure causes the mold to split at the injection nozzle. Because of the
tendency of the mold to split, additional clamping pressure must be applied to
keep the wax from leaking out of the front. This type of wax injection issue is
usually associated with non-fill and seams, but it can also add to the wax bubble issue.
Because injecting the wax too slowly can cause other defects, check to see if
your vents are adequate first. Second, if they seem adequate, are they available?
By available I mean dry, unobstructed and lightly powdered in such a way as to
allow the air from the mold to be replaced by the wax as it is injected. I have
been in some factories where the rubber mold vents—as well as the mold cavity itself—were caked with a combination of powder and silicon spray. There is
absolutely no reason to spray mold release into mold vents. Wet powder does not
provide a good path for escaping air.
Many wax department employees do not fully understand the complete goal and
purpose of their job. The goal is not just to generate consistent unbroken waxes
with all the parts. The goal is to generate unbroken waxes with all the parts that
will yield the highest-quality castings possible with the least amount of processing effort. Their job, as are all jobs in the jewelry manufacturing process, is
to reduce redundant labor steps, reduce excessive metal loss and improve profit
margins. They are part of a system and not an independent group.
Part of the training that is often omitted or incomplete is the proper use and
application of powder and silicon spray for the rubber molds. Silicon sprays are
used as lubricants or mold release agents to facilitate easy, distortion-free
removal of the wax injections from the rubber mold cavity. The powder is used
to create a microscopic path for the air in the mold to escape through the air
vents during the injection process. If the air does not have an exit when the wax
is injected, air will be surrounded by the wax and form a bubble—or it will prevent a complete fill of the rubber mold cavity. In either case, it is a defect that
must be repaired or replaced: extra labor, extra money.
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These bubbles are not always easy to see. By holding the waxes up to a small
table lamp it is usually easier to see the light spots that indicate bubbles in the
waxes. You can then repair these bubbles by popping them with a heated wax
tool and then filling the exposed hole with wax. Due to the flow dynamics of
your wax in the molds, these defects tend to show up in approximately the same
place on your waxes or in castings of the same style.

Figure 2 Defects in casting caused by air bubbles in the wax
Bubbles in the wax that go unrepaired will become investment inclusions:
“holes“ in the castings. You can either fix or scrap a wax, or you can fix or scrap
a metal casting. I would of course recommend discovering and fixing the source
of the air in your molds first. Until you can fix the source of the defect, I recommend repairing the waxes; it is far cheaper and faster than repairing or scrapping the metal. Remember to provide your wax workers with tools and training
necessary to leave the smoothest-possible surface if repairs are necessary.
Typically they are much less expensive than the tools jewelers need to repair the
defects in metal. Teach and develop skills in repairing waxes using non-scratching methods such as fire polishing and heat polishing when repairing waxes. File
marks in the waxes will show in the castings and will increase the labor required
to finish that part—not to mention possible porosity issues from going too deep
into the casting to remove the wax file marks.
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Figure 3 Talc hammer
Pick a Powder
The powder used to allow air to escape the mold must be very fine and organic
(burnable), such as cornstarch. Talcum powder is commonly used in wax injection areas of the jewelry business because it is not as susceptible to humidity as
cornstarch. The downside to talc is that it is a mineral and does not burn like
cornstarch. Talc that gets on or into your wax will cause a grainy, rough surface
when it floats to the surface of the molten metal stream, because of the difference in density between it and the metal. Many factories allow the use of the
dreaded “powder hammer“ to apply powder into the mold cavity. A powder hammer is a piece of cloth that typically has talcum powder poured into the middle.
The cloth is then formed so that the talc creates a ball at what was the center
of the cloth. The cloth is tightly bound with string or rubber bands to create a
handle for the hammer. The head of the hammer is the ball of talcum powder
inside the cloth. Not only does this “tool“ indiscriminately apply powder
throughout the mold cavity, it also applies whatever dirt or foreign matter happens to be on the table where the tool is laid. I only describe this so that you
will know what to throw away.
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Figure 4 Build up in molds
I have been to factories where workers consider the powder as a mold release
agent the same as they do the silicon spray. Often, I see the liberal application
of powder immediately followed with a good dose of silicon spray or vice versa.
The powder in the mold cavity traps or absorbs the liquid of the silicon spray and
makes a positive formation in the mold cavity. Because the silicon spray is the
mold release agent and not the powder, these wet powder formations remain in
the mold when the wax is extracted. At this point, it doesn’t matter if the powder was organic or inorganic. When injected, the wax will flow over and around
these formations of wet powder. These formations tend to stay in the mold and
duplicate the same negative surface defect over and over if not removed. Even
if the clump of wet powder was organic and stayed with the wax when it was
pulled from the mold, it would likely be washed out during the investing process
and show up as a negative space in the casting surface anyway. In extreme cases,
it can have an appearance that is similar to investment breakdown or spalling.
Remember: TALCUM BAD, cornstarch good!
You can overcome the humidity issue of switching to cornstarch by keeping your
cornstarch in a sealed container when not in use, and by keeping a small, porous
packet of a moisture-absorbing chemical such as calcium chloride (CaCl2) in the
container with the cornstarch. Just don’t forget to replace or regenerate the calcium chloride packet from time to time.
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Figure 5 Defect on casting from droplets of metal mold release spray
Mold Release Overspray
Another non-metallurgical cause of negative space in the surface of castings is
from droplets of the mold release spray alone. As you can see in Figure 5, this
defect appears as a smooth, rounded or irregular-shaped negative space in the
casting surface. If wax is injected into the mold cavity before the mold release
spray has had time to dry, the wax may push the droplets around, but it will ultimately form around the droplets. This casting example is the result. I have seen
this defect identified as gas porosity a time or two.

Wax Injector–Related Defects
The air in a wax pot typically comes from a compressed air system. Compressors
draw in humid air from their surroundings and pass it through a compression piston system. The pistons heat up the air and send it on down the air lines. As
this humid, heated air travels down the lines, it cools and the water vapor condenses in the air lines. After a while, the water level grows and the humidity
reaches the wax pot. Most wax injectors operate by putting the actual air pressure over the top of the wax and pushing it into the mold that way. Any water
that was in the line can now enter the wax pot and get into the wax system,
causing bubbles in the wax patterns. If water vapor is trapped in a wax pattern,
the bubble can implode on cooling or explode in vacuum. If the water is trapped
as a liquid it will want to separate, and the surface looks like the wax formed
around the droplets. Whatever the source, the investment slurry leaks into the
remaining cavity and sets up. Later, this piece of investment is surrounded by
molten metal during the metal-injection phase of the casting process. Now it is
scrap or repair time, and all this could have been prevented by simple preventive maintenance and planning. Install an air filter and a line dryer in your wax
injection air system. Desiccant dryers work well, but remember—they require
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regular observation and maintenance. Check both regularly to ensure proper
operation.
Next, make yourself a system so that you can degas your wax in the injection
melting pots. This can be accomplished with a thick (1–1.5 inch) piece of Lexan
or PVC plastic in the same form as your wax pot lid. I suggest a clear plastic so
you can see what is going on in your wax pot. Because you don’t want to suck
wax up the vacuum hose, fit it with an air hose adapter and a release valve connected to a small, inexpensive high-vacuum pump. Having a vacuum gauge
mounted on this lid also helps you to monitor its activity. On standard injectors,
keep the wax injection nozzle in the closed position by some means (wooden
split wedge is good) during the vacuum-degas process. This will help remove
residual gas from your wax pots and help reduce the defects caused by air bubbles in your waxes. It is my sincere hope that some tool company will make one
of these contraptions with a universal lid, or at least options. In a perfect world
the wax would be pre-conditioned and degassed in a large wax premelter before
it is put into your wax injectors. But this still won’t help with water that is introduced from your compressed air system.

Vacuum Wax Injector defects
Some companies might tell you that a new automatic vacuum wax injector will
cure all of your wax injection problems and increase your production. It would
be more accurate to say that a well-engineered, properly aligned and maintained
auto-vacuum wax injector can help produce waxes of consistent high quality and
weight—if used properly and with properly prepared molds. They can produce
more consistent waxes in general than waxes shot by hand on older conventional wax pots; that is, once you establish the proper pressure combinations of wax
injection pressure, clamp pressure and forward force against the nozzle for each
mold or mold groups. They can increase your production through decreased rejection rates (not higher speeds) depending on the products you are making. The
negative issue still remains that most of these wax pots draw vacuum through
the injection nozzle. If you are shooting a mold that is vented and powdered on
one of these machines, you are in error already. If you are shooting an unvented mold that does not make a complete seal on the injection nozzle, you are also
in error. During the evacuation stage of this type of injector’s process, air is
drawn through a bit of molten wax in the nozzle and can trap tiny bubbles.
During the following injection stage, those wax-encapsulated air bubbles are
then injected into molds with no chance of that air escaping through the vents.
Just in case you have done everything else you can think of to reduce this defect
in your system and you still come up with tiny bubbles, you might try an experMay 2002
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iment. Group the waxes by machine and by mold. Shoot 20 or so waxes with the
vacuum on and then with it off. Compare the results. It may be that you have a
mold that needs replacing or you may find that there is an alignment or maintenance issue. I am not saying that vacuum wax injectors are bad. Personally, if
used properly, I like them a lot. I am saying that factors are related and have to
be considered as a system rather than independent variables. So don’t complain
to your suppliers or your wax personnel before you have taken a look at your
“system.“ You should feel free to ask a few questions and I recommend that you
do—before you buy, if possible.

Figure 6 Dusting mold vents with
powder

Figure 7 Blow excess powder out of
vents and mold cavity

Mold Solutions
The goal must be that powder is applied only in areas where the wax and the
powder will have minimum contact, if any at all. While bending the mold so that
the vents are open, apply a light dusting of powder into the vent areas of the
rubber mold only, using a small soft brush (Figure 6). Using a compressed air gun
with “dry“ air, blow out the excess powder (Figure 7). Release the tension on the
mold so that the vents close, then spray with a very fine, light mist of a silicon
mold release agent such as Castaldo Mold Release. Some mold release sprays do
not have a fine- enough mist to be used in the jewelry industry. I am not trying
to sell anything, but Castaldo® Silicone Mold Release does have a very fine spray
mist. Avoid sprays that spit large droplets onto your molds.
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Figure 8 Cleaning a mold

Mold Maintenance
Clean your molds and keep them clean. Install a regular inspection and cleaning
procedure for your rubber molds. Keep your workstations and wax trays clean and
free of contaminants that could get in or on the waxes. While this type of contamination does not necessarily contaminate your metal, it certainly increases
the work time to obtain a level, smooth surface on the casting. Because all of
the surrounding metal above a negative defect must be removed to blend with
the level of the defects, not only do you increase initial labor and metal loss,
you also increase the possibility of working down to subsurface porosity levels
—then more repair work.

Investment Inclusions
There are many issues which will save you money that depend on how you plan
and build your models and your wax trees. Some obvious issues are more related to the wax department training. One issue is the quality of the connection
between the gate and the sprue. In honor of Albert Shaler, we will refer to feed
sprues as gates—the part connecting the wax pattern to the central wax main
sprue of the tree. The main sprue or central trunk of the wax tree will hence be
referred to as the sprue.
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Figure 9 Improper connection

Gate/Sprue Connection
The gate/sprue connection should be sealed and smooth all the way around.
Obviously, Figure 9 above is not the right way. The pictured configuration is typically made by using a wax pen to melt a hole into the sprue. The gate is then
inserted into the molten wax spot. Unless you use the wax pen to create the
“filet” (rounded corner) around the base of the gate/sprue junction, you will have
this potential inclusion situation. Sharp cavities in the wax will translate into
sharp, brittle protrusions of investment that can break off during the metal injection process. These “floaters“ become investment inclusions as the molten metal
stream pushes them to the surface of your casting. This particular point is also
something that should be considered in the model-making area. Sharp angles and
tiny sharp, thin areas can result in sharp, brittle pieces of investment in the wax
part cavity as well. Model and tree angles should all have filets or rounded corners instead of sharp angles. We won’t go through the issue of density differences
between investment and molten metal again. You know by now: little investment
pieces float on molten metal and make holes—bad thing—just say no.
If you use a small melting reservoir and sticky wax, you can not only do this job
faster but you can quickly reduce the opportunity of this potential defect. Eddie
Bell showed me this trick years ago and I have been using it and showing others ever since (thanks). You still need to make sure to seal around the base of
the gate/sprue to create a smooth filet. The sticky wax gives some material there
to create the filet with, as well as making the tree-building function much faster.
When using sticky wax, failure to use the wax pen to seal it can also result in
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your parts falling off during investing. When you dip the end of the wax gate
into the sticky wax, the travel time between the wax reservoir and sprue can
allow the surface of the sticky wax to cool slightly and not be as sticky. When
this happens cold, unsealed gates sometimes snap off the sprue wax. So, after
you attach a row or column of waxes to your tree, pick up your wax pen once per
row or column and seal them.

Figure 10 Wax coating the bottom of the stone

Wax Setting Defects
An important issue with regard to the use of heat when setting stones in wax is
the proper spacing between the securing structures (prongs, channels), the
height of the prongs and the channels. When the spacing is too small and the
stones will not snap into the seat, the workers will often use their heated tool
to force the stone into the seat. This will certainly get the stone down into the
seat, but it will likely melt a lot of wax on the way down. This melted wax will
not only reduce the amount of support that the stone gets from the investment
under the stone, but it often completely covers the back of the stone with wax.

Figure 11 Dark stones result from wax coating the bottom during setting in wax
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As you know, all that is wax becomes metal during casting, and either the stone
will drop into the cavity left by the wax elimination and be covered by metal or
the back will be closed and the stone will appear dark. Last but not least, the
investment column that was under the stone no longer has the strength of the
connection between itself, the stone, and the investment above. This freestanding column of hot, weak ceramic can now break away during casting to form a
surface investment inclusion.

Figure 12 80°–90°Part-to-tree angle is best

Tree Design for Metal Conservation
Now that we have discussed the obvious defects and the savings from prevention, let’s get into some fun stuff. Some simple applications of mathematics and
physics in this area can save you some big bucks. One of the things you can do
to maximize your money in this area is to use the largest tree your casting
machine can handle. All you need to do is ask yourself a couple of questions and
it will be pretty easy to understand:
Question 1: If or when you have a non-fill is it more often at the bottom of the
tree near the button or somewhere else on the tree? Most of you will answer on
the bottom. There are several possible causes for this, but for this particular
math discussion, they are not important.
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Question 2: If the highest risk of a non-fill is at the bottom of a tree, wouldn’t
a higher number of trees increase the probability of a non-fill?
If your answer to question 1 is the bottom and your answer to question 2 is yes,
it is a logical conclusion that using the maximum-size flask you can with the
most parts per tree would give you the highest probability of success.
Later in this paper we will cover money-saving issues that discuss faster casting
cycle times and how they relate to metal processing, so keep the concept of
fewer trees and improved profit in your mind as we go.
Table 2 Data Entry Sheet
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Table 3 Casting labor cost, slow
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Table 4 Casting labor cost, fast
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Table 5 Investment cost
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Table 6 Metal inventory use, costs
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Table 7 Savings summary
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Figure 13 45° Part-to-tree angle
It is a common jewelry industry belief that it is good to use a gate-to-sprue angle
of about 45° in order to get a high fill rate on your castings. Another common
production belief is to use short trees instead of the tallest tree you can because
of fear of putting all of one’s eggs in the same basket. The purpose of these small
trees is most often to spread out the risk of non-fills. That may not be a terrible
idea, depending on how you engineer your casting system. We will see.
Another common jewelry practice is to calculate the wax weight of your wax tree,
convert that to your metal of choice using the appropriate specific density, and
then add 40-60 grams of additional metal for a button to “push.“ This is especially true if you are using sprue bases with the big dome button in the bottom.
For sure, if you don’t load those things up you can have all kinds of non-fill problems. No big deal, you’ll just melt the leftovers back down and use them again
until you need to refine, right?
Planning your casting trees with the goal of obtaining a 50/50 scrap-to-part
ratio or better is the best goal to have. Using commonly accepted jewelry practices, it is practically impossible to get anywhere near that ratio except when
casting the heaviest gent’s rings. Many factories I have worked with that are
dealing with today’s market requirements would consider a 35% part to 65%
scrap ratio to be great. A well-designed alloy system makes it best to use a 50%
fresh with 50% reshot material in order to maintain the minimum properties of
that alloy system. If you use a 50/50 mix and your net is 65% reshot, it doesn’t take a really smart person to figure that pretty soon you are going to have
quite a surplus of reshot material.
Of course, you can up the percentage of reshot material to new material ratio.
This will make the properties of your metal quite unpredictable with regard to
fill rates and other alloy properties. Over time, the volatile elements will decline
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to the lowest-common denominator of your percentage of fresh. This will, in
turn, increase the probability of oxide formation and non-fill defects as the
metal you are now using contains less boron, for example, and more oxides of,
say, copper, zinc and silicon. You could just crank up the temperature of your
flasks or metal to get that fill rate back, but this would certainly turn the clock
back and put the science of casting back into the “art“ of casting. You could also
just pack it all up and send it to the refinery where you will only pay a “tiny“
refining charge and then just start all over. Yea, right!

Figure 14 80°-Angle stone-in-wax tree

Part and Tree Angle
A part and gate-to-sprue angle configuration of about 80–90° is most likely to
achieve a 50/50 part-to-scrap ratio. By using this angle you can get your parts
closer to the top and bottom of the flask. You can also get more parts per inch
of sprue than you could if you were using a 45° angle. For example, one customer was averaging eight waxes per inch of wax sprue at a 45° angle. When he
switched to an 80° angle, the average increased to 12 parts per inch of sprue.
An 80°–90° angle also gets the mold cavity closer to the outside of a perforat-
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ed flask, thereby enhancing the ability of your vacuum-casting machine to pull
liberated gas from the metal/mold reaction out of the mold cavity, if you believe
in that sort of thing—and I do.

Figure 15 Flask diameter diagram example
If your parts do not fit into your flasks at this angle, consider two things. First,
consider if your gate configuration on your model could be redesigned to fit properly in the flask at a 90° angle while still keeping the flow of the molten metal
stream at optimum. If that is not an option, then consider a larger flask diameter that will accommodate that angle and will still fit your casting machine.
Another good idea that I got from friends was to make a set of accurate circle
drawings of the inside diameter of your typical flask sizes. Offset another circle
inside this drawing about 8–10 millimeters. Make sure to allow for the center
sprue. You can then lay your models or waxes down on the drawing to see what
diameter of flask you will need for that model and gate configuration.
Consider two factories I worked with where the average number per 4 x 9-inch
flask before was about 56 pieces or less per tree. After a change of thinking by
understanding Pascal’s laws of liquid pressure they were able to increase that
number to 80+ pieces per tree. There were some styles where the increase was
from about 50 pieces per tree to about 130 pieces per tree. This sounds great
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but not earth-shaking, unless you consider that it reduced the number of trees
per day that had to be invested, burned out and cast by about one-half. Then
consider that the average amount of metal used in each flask to make the sprue
and button was about the same as before. The trees now had twice the pieces
associated with them, greatly improving the part-to-scrap ratio. One of these
factories was in the process of ordering several new large ovens to keep up with
their orders. Needless to say, these ovens became unnecessary. The number of
people in the investing area decreased. The number of casters and machines,
devestors and acid baths necessary to accomplish the day’s casting decreased.
Because there was now about half the number of trees to be cast in the first
place, the casting was completed earlier in the day. Those workers then doubled
as backup cutters, grinders and reshot workers. The cutting and grinding had the
same amount of work but the reshot process was cut in half. Additional savings
were realized since the number of trees was now about half of the previous number; it only required half the investment powder that was previously used.
Combine these things with some advantageous pricing offered by a good investment manufacturer, and the savings were in excess of a quarter-million dollars
annually for one company. Naturally, disposal costs of spent investment went
down the same amount. Wait—it gets better.
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Blaise Pascal, principles and applications
Some newer casting technologies allow enormous cost savings in many areas of
the production process. It is unfortunate that many companies looking to improve
quality and process often neglect to understand these issues before they purchase
new equipment. Often companies fail to benefit from available technology
because they only look at the price of the technology and either fail to calculate
the benefits or simply don’t understand them well enough to calculate them.
My view of physics, chemistry and geometry is that they are humankind’s meager
attempt to explain a few of God’s laws. I’ll attempt to explain how these laws and
formulas specifically relate to the jewelry industry. In my opinion, one of the greatest interpreters of God’s laws was Blaise Pascal. It is his explanation of the laws
of liquid pressure that I will try to apply and explain in jewelry industry terms.
Pascal’s explanations
P = pgh
1.

The pressure (P) exerted by an incompressible fluid (molten metal alloy),
is directly proportional to the depth in the fluid (h), its density (p) and
the gravitational field strength (g). The pressure is independent of the
total volume or the shape of the container.

In jewelry terms this means that it isn’t the size of your button, it’s the length
of your sprue that counts. Even if you have a huge button, it would only be the
molten metal that was directly above and in a straight line with the opening of
the sprue that would apply any pressure that would help fill the parts. It also
states that a gate and part angle that does not go against the laws of gravity during fill is adequate not to hinder fill rate by pressure application in this system.
2.

In a hydraulic (incompressible fluid) system, a force (F) applied to an
input surface having a small surface area (A(in)) is transferred to an output surface having a larger surface area (A(out)) without loss in pressure
from the input to the output surface (neglecting friction). As a result, the
output force (F(out)) is much larger than the input force (A(out)).

What this means in simple terms is that if you have a pressure casting system
that applies 15 pounds of pressure to a 10mm round end of a molten metal body
after it was in the flask, there would be the same 15 pounds of pressure exerted
on every square millimeter of the inside surface of the mold cavity by that molten
metal. Further, the combination of these two laws states that in this kind of pressure system, the pressure applied to a 10mm sprue or an 80mm button exerts the
same amount of filling pressure on the inside of the mold cavity. In short, don’t
waste your metal on big buttons. You will notice that the spreadsheet Table 10
indicates a significant savings in scrap metal inventory buildup as compared to
the previous spreadsheets Original Procedure and Table 9.
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Funnels, Tapers, Alignment, and Random Non-Fills
While these laws have always applied to the jewelry industry, it is only because
of some specific changes in casting technology that these laws can generate a
great deal of savings and quality improvements. Two relatively recent developments in jewelry casting technology are the development of a mathematically
correct, conical-shaped button (funnel) form with a tapered center sprue. The
other is a good pressure-over-vacuum casting system. These two developments
used in harmony with each other allow some fantastic economic advantages
while maintaining (if not improving) the quality of the resultant castings.
This paper is not written as an advertisement for the funnel-shaped sprue system, but it is a far superior system to the old, round-button type. If the metal
stream exits the bottom-pour melting crucible slightly off center in the old halfball button shape, the metal experiences a great deal of turbulence. The metal
stream splashes and either bounces from side to side or it swirls around like the
water in a toilet bowl. Because of this bouncing or swirling motion, this metal
stream can and will cause random non-fill when it deposits small amounts of
metal into the gates as it passes by. When the molten metal level rises and finally reaches the previously partially filled gate, the restriction can hamper complete fill. Even if the metal is not in perfect alignment, the newly developed
cone-shaped system directs the metal faster and more effectively. You could cast
buttonless using just about any sprue system if you could be certain that the
pour hole in the crucible and the sprue opening in the flasks lined up perfectly.
The reality is that it is not likely to happen.
Again, it is all about probability and profit. Our goal is always to enhance the
probability of success. If you can eliminate a possibility of failure and save some
money at the same time, then why not? If you say to yourself that the cost of
changing over to the new tapered sprue system is too expensive, then consider
what the real labor cost is not to do it. How much does a non-fill part cost you
in lost labor, metal processing charges, scheduling, etc…? How much does it
cost you every day to reprocess that extra button weight? How much extra metal
do you need to keep in inventory every day just to account for those buttons?
It kinda makes those new sprue bases and center sprues look pretty cheap about
now, doesn’t it?
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Figure 16 Buttonless trees
You take this new sprue system design, a good-quality, consistent alloy and add
a properly designed pressure-over-vacuum casting system that applies the pressure at just the right moment (in the proper, gradually increasing proportion
based on metal volume), and presto: you get consistent, high-quality trees with
completely filled, high-quality, dense castings—and no wasted button material.
The application of pressure on the small molten metal central sprue without any
button at all gives you absolutely the same effect as if you applied the pressure
to a larger button shape.

Again I repeat Pascal’s Explanation:
In a hydraulic system, a force (F) applied to an input liquid surface having a
small surface area (A(in)) is transferred evenly throughout the liquid and to an
output surface having a larger surface area (A(out)), without any loss in pressure
from the input to the output surface (neglecting friction). As a result, the output force (F(out)) is much larger than the input force (A(out)).
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Figure 17 Planned buttonless 18kt trees
What this means is that there is no need for a button in this type of casting system. You save as much as 40 to 50 grams of button weight per tree multiplied
by the number of trees per day, per week, per month, per year. The trees pictured
above were cast in a 9-inch flask, but the parts were placed at the top of an
8-inch tapered sprue. The metal was calculated to only just fill the portion of
the sprue and parts that you see. The part-to-scrap ratio of these castings was
65% parts. We used the top of the tree (instead of putting the waxes close to
the bottom) to get the maximum benefit of gravity and inertia. In this example,
no additional gas pressure was used. You get the picture. Again, it doesn’t take
a math genius to figure out the improvement in the scrap-to-part ratio, not to
mention the reduction in refining cost.
If you happen to be casting 14kt gold, the savings of one button on one flask
is worth about $281.00 at $300 per oz. gold price. Refer to the previous spreadsheet (Table 10) in the column with the heading “Daily buttonless savings.“ Of
course, your savings will vary depending on the size of your operation, so calculate your savings in a year’s time and the machine that you thought was so
expensive will certainly be cheaper, if not free. You gotta like that! Keep in mind
that not all the casting systems that are advertised as pressure-over-vacuum
have the capacity to apply the pressure in a way to take full advantage of this
principle. It is also unfortunately true that there are too many companies which
have not yet taken advantage of these principles. Do your homework.
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Metal Rejuvenation Systems
In some older casting systems, steeper angles may be necessary to achieve high
fill rates because of their peculiarities. You must consider the benefits of both
configurations when making the choice of sprue/gate angle. The closer you can
come to the 50/50 ratio of your casting trees, the better your profit margin will
become. You can further reduce your refining while maintaining your alloy’s original properties through the proper virgin-to-reusable metal mix. Talk to your
alloy supplier and ask if they designed the alloy you are using to operate adequately with only 50% of the volatile elements in your casting system. Be careful; many highly marketed alloys are very high in silicon. While these alloys will,
of course, operate the same with half of their silicon, the better question would
be if they could operate even better with less.
Many papers at the Santa Fe Symposium have discussed the detrimental effects
of high silicon levels in gold alloys. If your alloy supplier can or will disclose this
information to you then great—if not, consider another alloy supplier or find a
good lab. You can always do your own analysis. With a 50/50 mix of fresh to
reshot material of a properly designed alloy, you are always assured that you will
maintain at least half of the volatile elements in your alloy. That would surely
reduce your refining charges over time. There are programs available where you
can get rejuvenators that can restore your used material back to virgin metal
numbers by adding back the volatile elements proportionately. Be aware that
there is no one-size-fits-all rejuvenation program. A proper rejuvenation system
is customized for your production and metal processing system and can only be
achieved using a good lab analysis, good math skills and a willing metal alloy
supplier. I prefer to use progressive metal alloy companies with high quality
(ISO) standards because they understand and meet these special needs. This type
of alloy supplier tends to turn more like a speedboat on a lake as compared to
larger companies that often turn like a battleship in a bathtub. These custom
rejuvenator alloys are expensive, but the savings from refining costs make it a
moot point for many manufacturers.
Rejuvenation systems become necessary as your customers require lighter and
lighter parts. As the market demand for these lighter parts increases, the possibility of attaining the 50/50 ratio decreases. In that case, you will need to refine
or “rejuvenate“ the metal at some point. The goal of rejuvenation is to get the
metal back to a near “virgin“ state. If your metal supplier simply hands you an
off-the-shelf product without asking questions like “what machine are you
using?”, “what cover gas, cycle times, reshotting programs?”, “what is your willingness to analyze your metal in detail?, etc.”, then you probably have the
wrong metal supplier. The analysis of your alloy to check for the change in ele-
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ments over multiple processing cycles is not cheap in the beginning, but in the
long run it is far cheaper than refining charges, shipping and insurance. When
you are looking for a lab, please know that testing for silicon and boron is a bit
tricky. Boron is a much more difficult thing to test for in the levels that we
jewelry manufacturing people use. I went through four labs and a bunch of
money to finally find a lab that gave reasonably reliable boron detection. The
larger elements such as zinc, copper, silver and nickel are much easier to measure accurately.
Because of the limited capacity of copper to hold enough of the volatile components to effectively rejuvenate an alloy with a one-part rejuvenator, I typically design and recommend two-part rejuvenation systems. The use of this type of
system requires full disclosure of alloy formula, some complicated math and a bit
of testing. It has enabled some factories to go from bi-monthly refining of large
amounts of scrap to sending out small amounts of scrap every three to four
months. This change alone has saved millions in refining charges, not to mention the strict maintenance of desirable alloy properties.

Figure 18

Porosity
Shrinkage porosity (Figure 18) is caused when the feed of molten metal to an
area of cooling metal is restricted in some way. Most often, shrinkage porosity
is identified by the dendritic (fern-looking) metal crystal formations in the cavity. During the casting process, the molten metal instantly starts to seek a state
of equilibrium with the surrounding mold cavity. Much of the metal at the point
of contact with the interior mold surface cools, forms a weak shell and starts to
solidify from the outside inward. Heat from the inner portions of that metal form
prevents some areas from cooling at the same rate as other areas. As the metal
cools, it contracts and pulls molten metal from the area of least resistance due
to the laws of nature concerning liquids and cohesion. If the feed of molten
metal to that inner cooling area has been restricted in some way, then the area
of least resistance will be the molten areas near the surface of the casting. The
molten metal near the surface is pulled down between the forming dendrites,
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leaving these formations sticking out into the resultant void. This dendriticladen void is shrinkage porosity. Most often these restrictions are caused by the
design of the original model or gating (sprue) system. A great big, scary thing is
that even perfectly designed models with perfect gates can experience shrinkage
porosity.

Alloy and porosity relationships
Since we know that it is restrictions in the molten metal feed of a casting that
cause shrinkage porosity then where do the restrictions come from in a “perfect“
model? Other causes of restrictions can be a function of the alloy and/or your
processing practices of that alloy. Oxides in the molten metal can act as fences
and, in some cases, dams, in the molten metal stream. Even a perfectly designed
model can experience shrinkage porosity when cast with metal containing
oxides. These fences and dams form as the metal is entering the mold cavity and,
by some chaotic fluke, sticks them in the molten metal stream. As you can imagine, if you have ever seen a tree branch in a small stream, other debris (oxides)
can then add to that and a restriction is formed. The result is no different than
if the model had been designed with improper geometry that restricted the
molten metal feed. The difference between the shrinkage in a good model and
the shrinkage in a poorly designed model will be in the location of the shrinkage porosity.
A poorly designed model will tend to have porosity in the same location time
after time. Well-designed models that have porosity will tend to have porosity in
random locations. Extreme oxide conditions can even cause non-fill in cast parts.
Other oxide-related conditions could be less obvious, such as brittle and weak
prongs, cracked shanks, etc. Causes of these types of oxide-related conditions are
alloys with easily oxidized elements such as silicon, zinc, copper, etc., under
poor conditions. In a good metal processing system, most oxidizing conditions
can be controlled and/or the oxides can, at least, be reduced if not removed.

Figure 19 Crucible crud
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The element silicon can directly contribute to the formation of porosity all by
itself without forming an oxide. The crucible pictured on the facing page (Figure
19) has not had any boric acid used in any process done in it. What is pictured
is residual silicon from a current yellow-gold alloy on the market today. If you
see this in your crucible, you might want to reconsider your alloy. High silicon
levels in alloys in the pure sense by themselves don’t cause porosity. What high
silicon levels do is make the boundaries in your metal weak and easily influenced
by shrinkage factors and gas liberation during the metal/mold reaction. Alloys
with high silicon levels form weak areas called eutectics (areas of low-meltingtemperature alloy) between the metal grains as they cool. Silicon also causes the
grain structure of alloys to be larger than similar formulations with lower silicon
levels. This large grain size combined with the eutectics between the grains
allows easy access and greater influence from the effects of gas and shrinkage.

Gas Porosity
Where does the gas come from? The investment powder itself is a chemical reaction waiting to happen, and it does happen every time molten jewelry metal
alloys come into contact with it. Typical jewelry casting investment is made up
of two main component parts: SiO2 + CaSO4. The CaSO4 is the binder that holds
the mold together, and the rest of the material reduces the effects of thermal
expansion and contraction (prevents cracking) of the binder in the mold during
the burnout cycle. The CaSO4 binder decomposes when it reaches a certain critical temperature, causing an important chemical reaction (SiO2 + CaSO4 → SiO
+ CaO + SO2 + O2). This temperature is never reached during the burnout schedule but is nearly always reached during the metal injection process of casting. If
you add carbon from an incomplete burnout of the wax, then you have another
ball game (C + SiO2 + 2CaSO4 → SiO + 2CaO + SO2 + CO + CO2 + O2). On paper
this is not the reaction that you would get; if the reaction were perfectly balanced you would not get CO2 and CO at the same time. What I am sure of is that
the probability of a perfectly balanced reaction inside the flask is not likely, so
probably you have both. The free oxygen is also available to combine with other
elements like zinc or copper, depending on the situation. I had chemistry in college but I am not a chemist, so please feel free to question and discuss my interpretation of this reaction with a chemist. During this reaction, large amounts of
(SO2 + CO + CO2 + O2) gas are likely liberated. There used to be a misnomer that
gas porosity typically displays itself as small spherical holes in the surface of a
casting or finished part—sometimes it happens, and I have seen it occasionally. I would have to agree with Deiter Ott on this point that this form of gas
porosity is not from the liberation of gas from the metal-mold reaction but is
probably an expulsion of dissolved gases from the solidifying metal itself. I have
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even heard it said that these holes will have smooth inner surfaces. This phenomenon may occur, but it is my opinion that, more often than not, gas porosity will appear with a similar look as dendritic shrinkage porosity (and often in
concert). It has been my observation that gas defects appear in conjunction with
shrinkage and enhance the size and appearance of defects that are caused by a
technically incorrect model design, in combination with an alloy system that is
not optimal for the type of product that is being produced. This happens because
shrinkage defects happen in the weakest area of the casting where it is more
subject to the effects of the gas pressure (the path of least resistance). The gas
simply pushes the shrinking molten metal down as the cooling and contracting
metal pulls.
In situations where the flask’s temperature is too high for the type of part you
are casting, or if the burnout is incomplete, leaving residual carbon in the mold
cavity, large amounts of gas can be formed. These gases can actually blow weak
grain boundaries apart and can appear as rips in the metal structure. The larger
the grain, the larger the rip that can appear. This defect appears dendritic, as it
would if it were only shrinkage porosity. This can happen in any high-siliconcontaining alloy.
In the case of many high-silicon-containing white gold alloys, higher flask temperatures are needed to ensure fill rates. Higher flask temperatures liberate more
gas, add this to weaker grain boundaries and larger grain—well, you do the
math. Unfortunately, many of the alloy systems that are sold now were developed for less-advanced casting machines and processes that are available today.
These alloys were designed to add “life“ to an abused alloy with a poor metal
processing system. Many casters also liked it when their trees came out “shiny.“
I would prefer to have a clean casting that I did not have to repair and did not
have to scrap for random reasons caused by oxides and alloy-related flow restrictions. I have to polish the outside surface anyway. Many of these high-silicon
alloys still have their place in the industry because many of the older machines
and methods are still in use. If you are not torch-melting or melting in an open
melter, then you do not need these types of high-silicon alloys. Many newer
alloys have been developed that are ideal for the newer high-tech, closed casting machines and metal processing systems, and can also produce relatively
“shiny“ castings. In concluding this section, I would recommend lower-silicon
grain-refined alloys wherever you get them in conjunction with a newer closed
casting system.
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Metal Processing
An ideal metal processing system is one where the molten metal is not exposed
to oxygen or, at least, it is kept to an absolute controlled minimum. In order to
do this you must have controlled, accurate heating and monitoring hardware.
Depending on what type of hardware you choose, the software can help to take
it a step further. When casting, you want fast melting cycles combined with
metal injection into the flask at just the precise temperature required by the
parts you are casting. When karating your metal for the first time you need to
organize and stack your components so that you create a solvent/solute situation. You only want to heat the metal to the temperature that will just get all
the components into a liquid homogenous state. You want to reach this temperature in the fastest time with the least-possible exposure to oxygen. Because I
have carefully studied and measured the time relationship between casting with
the proper shape of shot as compared to using cut sprues, buttons, and scrap, I
highly recommend returning your scrap to the shot form (as you will see in
Table 11). There are many reasons other than time savings to “reshot“ your
metal. We will discuss this later.

Prekarating
Always prekarat your metal before the casting process. Prekarating ensures that
your metal will be homogenous and that it will have the lowest-possible melting and casting temperature for that alloy. When you karat and cast in the same
operation, not only do you run the risk of poorly mixed metal, but you also
increase the time and temperature necessary to do the job. Excessive temperature liberates excessive gas from investment decomposition and increases the
related defects. Any time you increase the time that the metal is molten, you
increase the probability that the metal will be exposed to the detrimental effects
of oxygen. Decrease the risk, increase the profit.
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Figure 20 Ideal shot shapes

Need for Speed
When casting, the metal being used should always be in a clean shot form that
will increase the speed of the melting by improving the rate of heat transfer
throughout the shot. A term called the “bridge effect“ describes heat transfer
through a body of shapes or pieces. In our case, we want the maximum contact
between metal shot in order to shorten the time it takes to melt and cast. Using
large pieces like sprue cuttings and old buttons does not meet this need. The
ideal situation has the maximum points of contact between the pieces and the
heat source. The heat source for each piece—once you get beyond the crucible—
is the piece itelf. The heat transfers from one piece to the next, and so on.
Proper geometry is paramount to achieve maximum contact. Using pieces of
sprues and buttons or cut rod only serves to lengthen the cycle time of your casting and thereby costs you extra money. These pieces make little contact with
each other or with the melting crucible. They require much more time and energy to obtain the same or worse casting results. More time to melt equals more
time to expose.
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Table 11
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Making casting scrap into small, flat shot will give you a faster, more consistent
product and process. As shown in Table 11, you can quickly see the improvement
in the time it takes to cast and process the metal once you reach a given number of flasks. Regardless of the number of flasks, you will benefit from graining
just for the metal quality improvement. Table 11 only serves to demonstrate that
graining is not wasting time, as some people may think.
The size and shape of the shot is important because of one of the results of
induction heating called the “bridge effect.“ The bridge effect has to do with the
transfer of energy through points of contact. Flat shapes poured into a melting
crucible will have more points of contact than round shapes simply because of
geometry. Small shot will also have more points of contact than large shot. So
the ideal size and shape of casting shot for maximum efficiency of production is
a small, flat shape. Many folks prefer round shot, but consider that two spheres
can only make contact at one infinitely small point. Casting shot with a small,
flat shape (Figure 20) can have multiple contact points with another piece of
shot of a similar shape. It is these multiple contact points that enhance the
“bridge effect“ and cause the metal to melt and cast faster, thus reducing the
probability of loss of volatile elements and oxygen exposure.
In order to obtain the desired shape of the shot, it is important to coordinate
three factors:
1.

2.
3.

The minimum hole size that will allow the metal to pass at the chosen
metal temperature without clogging the pour hole. This pour-hole size
must also be coordinated with the effects of the length of the pour hole
in the crucible. The length of the pour hole must be minimized in order to
allow for the minimum diameter of pour hole and minimum temperature.
The minimum temperature of the metal that will pass through the pour
hole in the shotting crucible and that will ensure a homogenous alloy mix.
The temperature and the upward velocity of the water the shot is being
poured into. Cool water temperatures of approximately 60°F are best for
karated gold alloys. An increased upward velocity of the water through the
shotting tube, in essence, increases the amount of cold water that passes
the shot as it falls in the same amount of time, thus speeding cooling.

After casting and cutting off the parts, the sprue metal should be thoroughly
cleaned to remove any residual investment powder, and then reshot. Residual
investment powder introduced into any melting process causes oxides in the
molten metal because of the decomposition of the investment at the elevated
temperatures required for melting the metal. There are many chemicals available
to do this job. Consult your suppliers for the best and safest chemicals. It doesn’t matter if you are then melting in an open or closed melting system—these
liberated gases from included investment powder can and will oxidize the alloy-
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ing elements. The reshotting process serves two purposes. First, you use this
reshotting step to remove any oxides that may have occurred during previous
operations. Second, you once again return the metal to the form that takes the
least amount of time to heat, melt and cast, thereby extending the useful life of
your alloy and maximizing your production time.

Burnout Ovens
The design of the burnout oven and the burners could possibly cause defects in
the casting because of incomplete burnout or hot spots in the oven, but the likelihood of that being the major cause of porosity defects is slim. In most cases,
when an oven is blamed it is simply the messenger and not the message. The
oven acts as the human sets it up to act. Improper burnout schedules and fuelto-air mixes can and do cause many defects. The gypsum investment that all
jewelry manufacturers use has thermal limits and rules that must be followed.
Not following the rules or exceeding the thermal limits of your investment powder will cause defects. Other time-proven parameters include the top burnout
temperature and times that must be obtained to reduce the possibility of gasrelated defects from residual carbon. When you are programming your oven controller, it will carry out your instructions exactly if they are within the
capabilities of your oven. It follows this burnout schedule according to the thermocouple that is stuck into the top back of the oven. Most companies do not
know what is really happening inside the flasks that are in their oven. You only
know what the oven is supposed to do.
For any wholesale manufacturer, I strongly suggest that they purchase some type
of dual-pen chart recorder to monitor the relationship between what the oven
controller is supposed to do and what the flasks are actually doing. You should
embed a thermocouple in an invested dummy flask that is left in the oven to
monitor the difference in the change between oven and flask temperatures. The
thermocouple should be hooked into one channel of your chart recorder and your
oven should be hooked into the other. Make sure the pens in your chart recorder
are different colors and that you know which is which. In this way you can actually see what is happening to the flasks inside your oven and you can adjust your
system accordingly. Your oven program should then be designed to follow the
prescribed burnout schedules as is dictated by ramp time and the time to hold
at the top flask temperature. This piece of equipment should be a priority for any
production system. Again, this is not a cheap item, but what are the costs of not
having it? Are you more comfortable continuing to repair spalling and porosity
defects?
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Figure 21 Extreme spalling

Burnout Schedule defects
One of the most-often mislabeled defects I see in the industry is a phenomenon
called spalling. Because of the appearance of small negatives (holes) in the casting surface that are a result of this defect, it is often labeled with the term
porosity. A proper investing procedure combines the investment powder with a
determined ratio of water in a precisely prescribed method and time frame. The
actual investing procedure will take approximately 8–9 minutes. After that the
flask should sit undisturbed for two hours. After that two-hour time you can
either put the flasks into the burnout oven or into the dewax unit, depending
on your manufacturing conditions. You can go from your dewax unit or directly
from the table into your oven. I personally recommend that your oven be preheated to 300°F when you place the flask into it or that it be brought up to this
temperature within 10 to 15 minutes. Problems can start by flasks either going
into an oven that is too hot or too cold. Since many commercially available jewelry injection waxes melt around 175°F, by the time the inner portions of the
flask reach 212°F, much of the wax that was in the mold cavity has melted and
drained out. The slight elevation of the steam pressure caused by the 300°F oven
temperature aids the minimization of the molten wax from seeping into the
investment via capillary action. Here is the important point: the temperature of
the investment inside the flasks will not exceed the boiling point of water
(100°C/212°F), as long as it contains water.
The purpose of the 300°F temperature instead of 212°F is to create a slight elevation in the steam pressure that is used to expel the wax from the mold cavity
and to prevent it from soaking into the investment. It is also to reduce the time
it takes to remove the water from the flasks without damaging the mold cavity
before you start the ramp to higher temperatures. No matter how hot you make
the oven, the flask’s temperature will not exceed the boiling temperature of
water until the water is all gone. What will happen is the pressure of the escaping steam will increase to a level where it will actually cause chips and flakes of
the interior surface of the mold cavity to pop off into the cavity. The steam that
is generated will also erode the remaining surface to a point where the interior
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surface will be rough and grainy. That grainy, rough surface will translate into
rough, grainy castings when the molten metal is introduced. The chips and flakes
that were popped off during the overheating of the flask will float and will be
pushed to the surface of the molten metal due to the difference in the density
of the materials. These floating particles will later show up as holes in the castings that are often mislabeled as porosity. The real term for this defect is
spalling. This is a situation when the efforts to have a perfect model with a perfect gate using perfect metal can be easily undone by an improper burnout
schedule. Now the casting must be processed so that the end result is a smooth,
defect-free surface. Since we have already stated that the goal of jewelry casting is to drive the porosity away from the surface of a jewelry part, the deeper
we must go to obtain that smooth surface, the higher the probability that we
will hit any subsurface porosity.

Burnout reasoning and guidelines
Once the water has been eliminated from the flask, the rate that the flask temperature can be increased is pretty much determined by the properties of the
investment material itself, as well as your oven. A prescribed rate of 4 degrees
per minute ramp time after a three-hour hold time of 300°F up to your top temperature of 1350°F is designed to cause any leftover water to be dissipated more
quickly without causing damage to the mold cavity surface. I have discovered
that a ramp time of 4 degrees per minute works well in this function. A longer
hold time at 300°F or a slower ramp time after a minimum of three hours at
300°F can only improve the results. The burnout schedules that ramp and hold,
ramp and hold, and ramp and hold are superstitions. That schedule came from a
time when programmable oven controllers were the exception and not the norm.
Because ramp time in degrees per minute was not programmable at that time,
the goal of the ramp and hold through several temperature-stop procedures was
to accomplish the same task as programming the degrees per minute that can
easily be programmed into today’s oven controllers. If you monitor the internal
flask temperatures during those old ramp-and-hold procedures, then you will see
that the internal flask temperatures rise with a much smoother curve and do not
follow the heating curve of the oven.
The final issue of this section is that the hold time at the top and final temperature of your burnout schedule should be the time after the flask reaches temperature, not the time your oven reaches that temperature. By using the
imbedded thermocouple in the flask with the dual-pen chart recorder, you will
more accurately know when that is occurring. Because of the air/fuel mix in the
case of a gas oven, the number of flasks in the oven, or the conditions at your
facility (high elevation, low-oxygen-content air), you may need to modify your
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parameter to ensure that you allow for the complete elimination of carbon from
the flasks. We have already discussed what happens when residual carbon combines with oxygen that is liberated from decomposing investment. Combine this
with any or all of the conditions that were described in the earlier porosity section and you are asking for disaster. You also need to know what the temperature inside the flask really is and not what the oven displays when it comes time
to inject the metal. This couldn’t be truer when you are casting multiple-temperature flasks from one oven.

Fixing your system and Improving Profit
Seeing investment inclusions and recognizing them should be relatively easy at
this point. Knowing the difference between porosity and overspray of talcum
powder in a rubber mold or spalling from an improper burnout schedule will take
a little practice. The hard part now is knowing how to fix the true porosity problems and continuing to think about improving your probability of success (profit). This is where determining your defect origin gets complicated. Let’s say you
have a restriction in the metal-feed system, a high-silicon alloy with large, weak
grain, oxides in the metal, and lots of gas being liberated because of high flask
temperature. Sure, you have porosity—but what one thing do you do to correct
it? What if you don’t have any metal restrictions and/or metal oxides and you
still have what appears to be shrinkage porosity because the grain boundaries
are weak and there is a ton of gas being liberated due to a high-system temperature (combination of metal and flask temperature)? What if you have a perfect model, your flask and metal temperatures are optimized but you still have
what appears to be shrinkage porosity because of metal oxides causing restrictions in your castings? How do you know the difference between these defects
and what do you do about it? The answer is that you must fix it all. You must
continually go through your entire system and reduce or eliminate all the possibilities that can cause these types of defects. This is not an easy answer, but it
is the only answer.
We have covered only a few concepts and methods of improving your bottom line
using simple math and a few laws of physics. None of the things in this paper
are difficult to do or implement. It only requires you and your workers are evervigilant. Question everything and consider that some things that you consider
“normal“ may not be considered normal in other manufacturing companies—and
they could be costing you money. Getting another opinion never hurts.
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I would like to close with a quote from my personal hero:
Since we cannot know all that there is to be known about anything,
we ought to know a little about everything.
Blaise Pascal
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